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Abstract
A Renewable Energy and Materials Economy (REME) is proposed as the solution to the
climate change threat. REME mimics nature to produce carbon neutral liquid fuels and
chemicals as well as carbon negative materials by using water, CO2 from the
atmosphere and renewable energy as inputs. By being in harmony with nature REME
has a positive feedback between economic development and climate change
protection. In REME the feedback driven accelerated rate of economic growth enables
the climate change threat to be addressed in a timely manner. It is also cost-effective
protection because it sequesters by monetizing the carbon removed from the air in
carbon-based building materials. Thus, addressing the climate change threat is not a
cost to the economy but a result of REME driven prosperity.
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1. Introduction
In the Paris Agreement on Climate it was agreed to limit the amount of greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere, most significantly CO2, to hold the global average
temperature increase to well below 2°C above preindustrial levels and below 450ppm
to avoid catastrophic climate change. The recent Pandemic shows the need to address
catastrophic threats well in advance of their impact and thus we cannot delay any
further. In 2015, it was finally recognized in the context of the Paris Climate Agreement
what had been asserted as early as 2009.1, 2 It is not only necessary to reduce
emissions and use renewable energy but to have negative emissions, which translates
into removing greenhouse gases already in the atmosphere.
We have to harvest and sequester the carbon in the atmosphere and do so rapidly. To
remove CO2 already in the atmosphere, a result of using sequestered fossil carbon as
our main energy source, one needs to develop technologies that close the carbon
cycle. Plants close the carbon cycle via photosynthesis using carbon from
atmospheric CO2 and hydrogen from water to produce the energy and the structures
they need for survival. When organic structures die, some fraction of the carbon is
sequestered in oceans and land. Other forms of life, including humans, consume the
products of photosynthesis to get their energy and create their structures.
The key missing link in today’s human use of energy and building materials is that we
don’t get our carbon from the atmosphere, and also do not sequester enough carbon
in the materials we use. We mine many natural resources like iron and aluminum to
make materials used for building structures instead of using carbon based materials.
Steel and aluminum have negative environmental and geopolitical impacts, which will
increase even further with our growing needs.3 These hazards can be removed by
replacing many of the resources with carbon based materials, with the carbon coming
from the atmosphere. It will be shown that the energy per building structure starting
from CO2 from the air to make carbon based buildings is less than that required per
structure to start from both iron ore or aluminum ore to make steel and aluminum
structures.
The core of the case presented in this paper is the following: We can implement a
Human Designed Carbon Cycle Run by Renewable Energy (HDCCRRE).
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In the 21st Century this process will enable the Renewable Energy and Materials
Economy (REME) to:
1.

Provide energy security

2.

Increase global prosperity to achieve global equity

3.

Significantly mitigate environmental degradation due to resource extraction

4.

Remove the threat of climate change

There are five technologies needed for HDCCRRE to enable the REME era of global
security and prosperity.
In REME,
1. Renewable Energy production
2. Direct Air Capture of CO2
3. Production of Hydrogen
4. Transformation of atmospheric CO2 and hydrogen produced from water into
carbon neutral recyclable liquid fuels and into hydrocarbon based
chemicals, pharmaceuticals, and polymers
5. Transformation and sequestration of atmospheric CO2 into carbon intensive
building materials
It is very important to note that these technologies already exist though of course, not
at the scale and cost needed.
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REME – Renewable Energy and Materials Economy

Fig.1. Energy production through REME

Fig.2. Materials production through REME.
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What is often not recognized is that the implementation of these technologies has a
very desirable property of creating a positive feedback loop between meeting human
needs, achieving environmental improvement and long term sustainability.4
Consequently in REME, contrary to today’s fossil energy based economy, the more
energy and materials we use, the more it will lead to improvements in the environment.
HDCCRRE, in the same way as the organic life cycle it mimics, will enable REME to
establish long term human prosperity. This positive feedback is critical to enable
REME to provide climate change protection at the fast rate and storage capacity
needed to avoid catastrophic climate change. Also important for achieving the needed
fast rate of implementation is the ability to use natural gas together with carbon
capture technologies, specifically Direct Air Capture, to remove more CO2 than is
emitted during the production of electricity.5 Thus the fossil fuel infrastructure and
resource can be utilized to address the threat the fossil fuels use has created.
Like the abundant energy provided by the sun enabling nature to prosper with a
photosynthetic process, which is merely 2-3 % efficient, REME, supporting human life,
will depend upon low cost and abundant energy. It is important to note that energy
efficiency is not the main criteria for mother nature’s designs, but resilience is. REME
will use cheap and abundant renewable energy efficiently to enable the human species
to prosper in harmony with nature and be resilient. It will use higher partial pressure of
CO2 to drive the reactions to convert the CO2 from the air and hydrogen from water
into the energy and materials we need.
Most important, our HDCCRRE-enabled REME can run in full harmony with the carbon
cycle that supports all life on our planet. It can be adjusted so that the impact of the
two carbon cycles remove the threat of climate change in both short and long terms.
While addressing the short-term threat of climate change, that humans have created,
we will develop the longer-term capacity to fix the CO2 concentration at a level of our
choosing and therefore stabilize the temperature of the planet. Atmospheric CO2
without human impact, changes on geological timescales, ten and hundreds
thousands of years, and thus the change in any one year is very small.6
Not only does this positive human designed long-term future exist, but also to meet
the needs of an expected 9 billion plus, we have no other choice but to make our
transition to REME as rapidly as possible. Failing to do so will have the 21st century be
dominated by global strife due to competition for natural resources, made even worse
by the climate change related instabilities, not to mention catastrophic climate change.
The significance of these 21st century threats to the global security have already been
identified by the US and other Intelligence Agencies,7 & 8 including a recent military bill
requiring to develop recyclable fuels.9 Thus, the technologies enabling HDCCRRE are
truly of dual use: they address the security threats we face and provide the basis for
REME-driven economic growth and global prosperity. The positive feedback between
the two objectives is a distinctive feature of REME and provides the basis for an
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enhanced rate of implementation. The mobilization for a “war” on the climate change
threat is done by enhancement of the economic growth rate of REME.
This paper describes and assesses the feasibility of a REME future and the pathway to
implement it. Our REME future contains aspects of a circular economy and the circular
carbon economy is a derivative of it. REME can be viewed as a Circular Carbon
Economy that closes the human carbon cycle in harmony with the earths carbon
cycle.10 A conclusion of the assessment is that the HDCCRRE technologies can satisfy
the scale and cost requirements needed to create an era of unprecedented global
prosperity. It also concludes that the building materials we will use, if made from
carbon from atmospheric CO2, provide the opportunity to sequester and monetize
more carbon than necessary to meet the Paris Accord target.
An important overall conclusion is that it makes sense to transition to REME, especially
for its economic benefits, even if no climate threat existed. Additionally, the world’s
current energy and conversion technologies developed in the fossil fuel era will be
useful for transitioning from a natural resource based economy to REME. In the 21st
century REME will lead to an era of unmatched welfare for humans and the rest of
nature. Changes in use of energy have always driven major advances in human
progress. In our past, human produced energy began with the use of wood, was
followed by coal, oil, then natural gas, and now is ending in renewable energies (solar,
nuclear) with fusion, which mimics the sun as the ultimate energy source. REME can
be understood as a major advance in human progress enabled by low cost abundant
renewable energy.
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2. The Path to the Future
The HDCCRRE approach will be successful by making its energy and materials at
comparable to and in many cases even lower cost than their fossil energy natural
resource based equivalents. This will be the case if we develop processes that can be
implemented on a very large global scale and achieve the following performances:
1. Renewable energy produced electricity at less than 2 cts/kWh
2. Capture of CO2 from the air at under $50/tonne (For comparison a tonne of
CO2 at $50 has the equivalent carbon content as $20 dollar/barrel oil.)
3. Production of hydrogen at under $1/kilogram
This, in turn, will enable us to make:
4. Liquid synthetic fuels from CO2 and hydrogen for around $3/gallon, also other
hydrocarbons at comparable costs to fossil-based hydrocarbons.
5. Carbon fiber based construction materials from atmospheric CO2 with
cost/performance properties competitive or comparable to steel and aluminum.
Concrete and the aggregate it uses can also provide sources for sequestering
CO2.11
REME makes sense even if the so-called private cost (cost paid by the consumer,
based upon the cost to produce the energy and materials) is greater than the cost for
producing energy and materials using fossil fuel or mineral resources. This is because
of REME’s social benefits compared to the social costs of fossil energy use. The social
benefits of REME in providing energy security, removing conflict over resources, and
preventing environmental damage and addressing the climate threat are very
significant. On the other hand the fossil energy and resource extraction economy has
significant negative social impacts in the same areas. Thus, a comparison of the social
costs of the fossil fuel economy and REME would clearly suggest we make a transition
to REME unless the private costs were very much higher. However, for our analysis we
will use the highest criteria, that the REME private costs are less or comparable to the
private costs of the natural resource- based economy, when REME is practiced at a
global scale. Its profitability in addition to its critical social benefits is what truly
ensures that REME will attract both private and public investment enabling high growth
rates. This in turn will lead to global prosperity on a widespread basis, most notably by
providing the increased demand and high skilled jobs needed in the developing
countries.
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This does not mean that legislation is not needed to properly ensure that the REME
social benefits are recognized and thus further increase the rate of implementing
REME. REME is in harmony with other ecosystems that support us and other life
forms. We also can use this ability on behalf of other life forms, thus providing the
ultimate ecosystem service of preventing extinction. REME marks a transition from our
species living off the land to making sure the land can support us and all life sharing
the planet with us.
Before addressing the feasibility of achieving each of these objectives, there are some
generic properties of global technology transitions that will enable their costs to be
economically viable. The learning curve methodology is useful to identify three
important generic characteristics of transitions. The first is that the extremely large
scale needed for global implementation of REME means that all the technologies will
effectively reach their learning curve limits. Secondly, it means that the total cost from
today till when global scale implementation will be achieved will be dominated by the
last four to five doublings of capacity. The costs earlier on, as has been for example
the case with solar, are not significant to the total cost of conversion when
implemented at the global scale. So, in using the current costs, learning rates and
learning curve limits, one can determine whether the cost targets will be reached well
before global scale implementation (e. g. before the last four to five doublings).
The final and critical characteristic of the transition to REME is the existence of socalled low hanging fruit in the early parts of the learning curve where REME costs will
be high. There are many applications for renewable energy and renewable materials
that can still be economically viable, while HDCCRRE technologies are low on their
learning curves and thus at higher costs than their learning curve limited costs. Again,
solar is a good example. Earlier applications in space and off grid power were viable at
very high costs and as the costs have come down the applications and market
penetration have increased dramatically. It is also clear that the learning curve limiting
cost of solar energy is less than fossil energy because of the sun’s energy being free
and abundant. The transition to REME will take time. We need to start now and we
need to start urgently, but we can do so optimistically knowing that we will succeed.
The reason why low hanging fruit is plentiful during the early stages of implementing
REME is because the current costs for energy and materials in the fossil energy and
natural resource economy vary greatly with location and time. This is respectively
because of the poor distribution of resources, the cost of transportation, and because
of variations in supply, created in many cases by geopolitical forces. Electricity costs
vary from $0.02 - $0.20+ /kWh. Also current costs to buy CO2 produced from fossil
carbon vary from $10 to $400/tonne and some even higher than $1000/tonne. Fuel
costs vary greatly depending on the location, with the Island States and remote
locations generally paying 2-3 times the price of other places. Material costs vary
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greatly by factors of four or more, depending on changes in supply and in energy cost.
Furthermore, the future costs for energy and materials, based upon fossil fuel energy,
and steel and aluminum, will be higher than today. Mostly the costs are currently near
the top of their learning curve and as demand in the developing world countries
increases, improving the standard of living, supply will become increasingly scarce,
with the consequences of the private costs increasing. This typical negative economic
and environmental feedback will be replaced by the positive feedbacks of REME. The
recent Pandemic has illustrated all too painfully the cost of not being prepared for a
catastrophic threat before it happens.
There is another characteristic of the REME transition, which accelerates rather than
hinders the rate at which it occurs. Time is a very critical factor in addressing the threat
of climate change. Transitions are disruptive, usually rendering the previous
infrastructure to be obsolete and requiring massive investments in new infrastructure
that besides being very costly take time to implement. In this case the fossil energy is
being replaced because of the climate threat and additional social costs it incurs. But if
one can use fossil fuels (natural gas) to help address the threat of climate change in
the transition to a renewable energy future, it would accelerate the rate of the
transition.
In short, the fossil fuel infrastructure and resource can be utilized to address the threat
that fossil fuels create12.This seems counterintuitive to say the least, but it is true
because the energy to capture CO2 (about 5GJ/tonne) is much less than the energy
released in the combustion process (19 GJ/tonne of CO2 released) that produced it.
Furthermore, electric generation is most efficient using high pressure and temperature
steam because in that region, the pressure temperature phase diagram of steam is
almost vertical (large delta P that drives turbine) and small delta T (loss in sensible
heat). Most of the energy (over 80%) needed for capturing CO2 is in the form of low
temperature heat. Therefore, the cogeneration of electricity and CO2 is overall very
energy efficient and consequently cost effective. This procedure will enable CO2
capture technology to turn natural gas power plants into carbon negative plants. And if
the captured CO2 is sequestered, it will provide net carbon dioxide removal (CDR),
which is needed to address the threat of climate change.
There are several variants of accomplishing carbon negative power plants besides
removing more CO2 than is emitted when using DAC. They include removing the CO2
from flue gas plus additional DAC. This variant also provides a way to make renewable
energy dispatchable by having a natural gas powerplant as a backup and using carbon
capture technology to remove CO2 both:
1. When the renewable energy is produced and
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2. When the natural gas power plant is in operation.
Global Thermostat has developed a technology that enables the same plant to capture
atmospheric CO2 with renewable energy created while the sun is shining and also
capture of CO2 both from the air and the flue of the natural gas power plant, when the
device is in operation. It harvests about an equal amount of CO2 from the atmosphere
and from the flue when the natural gas plant is operating, and 100% from the air when
sun is shining. For example if the renewable energy operates for 66% of the time with
the remainder of it being natural gas driven, than 75% of the CO2 capture would come
from the atmosphere. If one sequestered 25% of the CO2 into materials, then the
remaining CO2 could be used to produce carbon neutral fuels. Finally if one
sequestered all of the captured CO2 and sequestered it either underground or into
materials than the process would be carbon negative by 75%.
It should also be noted that there are advantages and need for using both electric and
liquid hydrocarbon sources of energy for transportation. In addition, it must be noted
that the transition to a mainly electric vehicles infrastructure at a global scale will run
into many materials supply problems which in turn depend upon the large scale mining
of nickel, manganese, and cobalt.13 Most importantly the transition involves a new
costly and time consuming infrastructure, which makes a recyclable hydrocarbon fuel
(e.g. made from atmospheric CO2 and hydrogen from water) that utilizes the existing
infrastructure important for addressing the threat of climate change.14
Thus both our electric power and liquid hydrocarbon infrastructure can help address the
threat of climate change, while building up our renewable energy capacity. This
capability will help us both in cost and time to remove the disruptive CO2 from the air.
It further demonstrates that we have the technology needed to address the threat of
climate change and that the massive infrastructure and capability of the petrochemical
industry can be part of the solution instead of the cause of the problem. All we have do
is to recognize the win-win opportunity to cooperate and address the climate change
threat rather than demonize the very industry that has provided the energy that
enabled human prosperity for hundreds of years. The petrochemical industry has the
capability to help implement the massive global infrastructure needed to address the
threat of climate change and provide the energy and materials for a REME.
A nuclear or other dispatchable renewable energy source can be 100% carbon
negative. The cost and rate of growth of renewable energy will drive the transition to
REME. But carbon negative natural gas plants will help make meeting the rate of
carbon dioxide removal needed to address the threat of climate change in a timelier
manner and they can also be part of a long-term solution as for example in making
solar dispatchable.
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3. The Requirements for Global Equity
Consistent with the approach taken in this paper, we will set our aspirations very high
and show that everything will still work even if we fail to achieve our (stretch) target of
global equity in fifty years. Since we have a virtuous positive feedback in REME, it is
both feasible and desirable to aspire not only to alleviate poverty, but also create
global equity. To achieve global equity in 50 years at the high standard of living of the
developed world, we need about a 20x factor for global GDP (GGDP) and energy use
and a 10x increase in material use.
This can be estimated by using GDP per capita data.15 In 2019 it was $65,112 in the
US with the global average being $11,312. The global population is expected to
increase from 7 to 9.3 billion by 2050 and then, flatten off. This prevailing view has
recently been contested but the accelerated rates of moving people out of poverty in
the HDCCRRE argue for the stabilizing, if not declining, global population after 50
years from now.16
At this time, if we had 9.3 billion people all with the US GDP per capita, it would
require about a factor of five times improvement in GGDP/capita. However, the US and
the developed world GDP per person need to continue to grow at about 3% to
produce prosperity and stability. This means another factor of four in 50 years, which
gives a factor of GGDP growth of 20 in fifty years. To achieve this overall effect, the
global growth rate of GGDP of 6.1 % averaged over the next 50 years is necessary
(only 4.1 % for 75 years), with the developing countries growth rate being higher than
the developed countries as is required to achieve global equity.
Energy production historically has tracked GDP growth. Some have claimed there is a
decoupling. That claim is disputed.17 More importantly; the transition to REME will
definitely couple the two because REME technologies are energy intensive (see Figure
below on China). However, as in nature, generally the large growth and coupling are
not a sign of danger in REME, but a positive sign because one is using renewable
energy to increase growth rates and there is plenty of low cost energy available.
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Fig.3. China’s total energy and real GDP growth.18
We can remove CO2 from the atmosphere, using air capture, and we can store it in our
building materials, thus mimicking the role of trees in the earth’s carbon cycle except
that, in this case, the storage is for longer periods of time in construction materials
than it is in most trees.19 While various Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR) approaches
exist Direct Air Capture (DAC) is the only one that both has the scale needed and
enables the harvested CO2 to be used for economic purposes and thus has been
identified as the best approach in the recently released US National Academy study of
CDR.20
Since in REME materials are the way CO2 is sequestered, the question arises whether
it will provide a large enough sink to meet the Paris Accord target. The conversion
from GDP growth to materials use generally and construction materials and ores
specifically is a very complicated subject. A recent study suggests an average of 0.6
growth in materials use compared to a unit growth in GDP.21 Others have used higher
numbers up to 0.8. To be conservative, we will use the lower number for our analysis.
It would yield a factor of 12 for materials use in fifty years at the 6.1% GGDP growth
rate. We will use a factor of 10 for this 0th-order estimate. Higher material use makes
meeting the COP21 targets easier, if our materials needs are met by those made from
atmospheric carbon.
Some might argue that this growth rate is high and in today’s fossil fuel natural
resource-based economy those arguments have clear validity. However, if one looks at
past periods of fast growth, when economies were in transition and behaved for a
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period of time like there were no constraints in resources, supply, and demand, then
one could even get larger numbers than 9% for developing countries as was the case
for China.22 A slower growth rate would mean a longer time to reach the scale needed.
In that case the large growth rate is a result of making the REME transition with its
positive feedback encouraging more development rather than the negative
consequences China has experienced by its dependence on fossil fuels.23 Here it is
important to note that the conversion to REME will involve creating many high skilled
jobs so vitally needed for prosperity.
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4. REME Inputs
A key feature of REME is that there is no resource constraint driving the costs up with
increased demand. In nature the more renewable energy, CO2 from the atmosphere
and water is consumed the healthier the ecosystem is. This is also true in REME,
however in REME the use of energy and water will be subjected to the additional
criteria of efficiency and conservation. Besides energy and water one has to be
concerned about land constraints in approaches chosen. The failure to do this has led
some to suggest that purely natural approaches like afforestation can suffice. They fail
to consider the needs of the population of the developing world for the land to grow
necessary food and in so doing are really not viable approaches. This is one of several
reasons why Bioenergy with CCS (BECCS), favored in some policy studies cannot
provide the carbon removal needed.24
There is enough solar energy for this expansion. We currently use about 1.5 x 105
TWh/yr, which times 20 is 3x106 TWh. The amount of solar radiation hitting the earth is
about 1.5 x 109 TWh. About 3.5 acres per GWh per year of solar electricity is
produced. At about an average of 30% conversion efficiency of the sun’s energy to
electricity (lower for PV higher in some cases for Concentrated Solar Tower
technology) roughly 1acre per GWh of primary is produced. Which translates into 1000
acres per TWh/year and with about 150,000 TWh/yr current primary production
globally of energy use, it would take 0.15 billion acres to meet our current needs. With
a factor of 20 growths in projected energy demands, that would go to 3 billion acres.
The Earth’s land surface is about 36.5 billion acres so land constraint is not an
insurmountable issue. This is a very conservative estimate because it does not include
improvements in the conversion efficiency; use of the ocean to locate solar power
plants and most importantly the contribution of other renewable sources like nuclear,
which has a very small footprint. In the next fifty years, nuclear energy including fusion
can play a significant role in meeting our renewable energy needs. Both fission and
fusion provide energy with much less use of land and can offer routes to low cost
hydrogen.
The amount of CO2 in the air will meet our needs for carbon in a REME economy. The
more CO2 we take out of the atmosphere in the 21st century, the more we reduce the
threat of climate change. There is also a lot of CO2 stored in the oceans that would
reenter the atmosphere, when we reduce the CO2 partial concentration in the
atmosphere back to below 400 ppm.
The needed hydrogen is available in sufficient amounts via electrolysis of water, which
is very energy intensive. To be clear one does not need to use desalinated water to
produce hydrogen. But low cost desalinated water, produced with renewable energy
and remineralized using atmospheric CO2, provides drinking water and is useful for
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agriculture while sequestering the CO2. It also ensures that our hydrogen source, to
produce renewable hydrocarbons, will not conflict with its use in agriculture and the
rest of life. It also implies that the HDCCRRE will remove any constraints associated
with water via low cost desalination.
DAC equipment has its large collection surface perpendicular to the Earth’s surface
and so it creates a small footprint on the earth’s surface. A tree taking up 20 square
meters captures about 20 kilograms of CO2 /year yielding a carbon capture intensity of
one kilogram/square meter per year. In comparison Global Thermostat Direct Air
Capture (DAC) technology captures 55% of the CO2 in the air passing through its
device at 5m/sec (18 kilometers per hour) through a vertical area of 50 square meters
with a footprint of 20 square meters of land surface area.25 Therefore, it removes 100
tonnes/square meter of surface area per year or at a rate 100,000 times higher per land
surface than trees. In absolute terms 10 gigatonnes of carbon capture capacity per
year would take less than one percent of the surface of the earth though not all in one
place.
The materials and chemicals used in HDCCRRE technologies will largely be made from
the products of REME. The structural materials will be largely carbon fiber and
synthetic concrete and chemicals will be synthesized from atmospheric CO2 and
hydrogen from water. The only exception is silicon, but even there carbon is likely to
replace silicon over the longer term in photovoltaic applications.26 The same is also
true for solar thermal plants, where carbon based materials are preferred as
adsorbants of sunlight. More generally carbon-based electronics may emerge in the
next fifty years.27 Also the use of carbon based materials will preserve metals and
lower their costs as catalysts. The catalysts will be important for the conversion
success processes of CO2 and hydrogen, just as they are in life generally.
Ultimately, no energy or input resource constraint exists for REME. As noted previously
there is a positive feedback loop in REME. The faster the GGDP grows the sooner one
will achieve lower renewable energy costs, which in turn will lower the OPEX costs of
hydrogen and CO2 production and conversions. This in turn will lower the CAPEX costs
of materials used by those technologies to make the energy and materials we need.
These learning by doing positive feedbacks are a powerful feature of REME. More is
better for prosperity, more increases the rate of learning and thus more makes things
less costly. The renewable nature of both our energy and materials production enables
global prosperity without the constraints and conflicts based upon scarcity and mal
distribution of inputs.
Conflicts over resource scarcity raise the issue of the remaining basic need of feeding
9 billion people. Food production is also a renewable resource. Increased use of
modern agricultural techniques in developing countries, such as increased use of
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controlled environments with enhanced CO2 concentrations, which accelerates plant
growth, together with improved yields generated by genetically modified crops, make
it possible to feed 9 billion people.28 We do need other inputs such as nitrogen and
phosphorous to sustain life, but they can in fact also be made to be renewable since
both nitrogen and phosphorus have closed cycles, like carbon, and are broadly
available in nature. Nitrogen fixation, crucial for plant growth, is discussed in the next
section and can be provided by cultivating nitrogen-fixing microbes, using enhanced
CO2 concentrations to accelerate the production process. The microbes sequester
carbon instead of the energy intensive CO2 emitting Haber-Bosch process currently
used to produce nitrogen-fixing fertilizer.
In the Appendix it is shown that all the processes needed for REME, including
nitrogen fixing microbe production, already exist. And more improved approaches will
be developed in the future. And with learning by doing they all can have viable costs.
As noted previously REME turns the concept of the cost of climate change on its head,
because the money spent on implementing REME enabling technologies is an
investment into creating economic prosperity, as well as providing other social
benefits. In so doing it turns climate change from a threat to the feedback that leads us
humans to create a better future for all. A better path for our species than the path we
are now on. This fact is true even if the threat of climate change did not exist. We will
come back to this important point in the conclusion. This is truly much better than a
no-regrets path to a sustainable future. It is in fact like previous transitions in our
energy sources, which have initiated new era in human prosperity. But in this case the
design enables us to live in harmony with the rest of life on the planet. This will in turn
define the Anthropocene era.
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Challenges
The most challenging and critical technology needed for REME is the conversion of
CO2 into carbon fibers, nanotubes or graphene as well as concrete and aggregate at a
scale needed to meet the COP21 target of 1.5 degrees C and at economically viable
costs. There is significant effort with respect to concrete and aggregate with
companies like Carbon Cure,29 Solidia,30 and Blue Planet31 among others. In terms of
the scale needed for climate change the most promising is to make synthetic
aggregate using DAC provided CO2.
However, the most promising of all is the conversion into carbon fibers. However this
conversion is the least developed of the essential technologies, which make the
projections most uncertain. Current attempts include C2CNT32 and Carbon Upcycling
Technologies.33 Clearly new approaches will emerge as they have for DAC. The making
of carbon fibers from CO2 has been dismissed until recently, because of the highenergy cost to split the CO2 bond. As many experts assert, it makes no sense to
reverse the combustion process, but that is exactly what nature does. Below it will be
shown that the reversion can be done by using less of a fraction of the total energy
absorbed for our building materials than we do today.34
The cost of the DAC CO2, even if costlier than projected, is more than adequate to be
economically viable, because a very large fraction of the cost goes into the process of
converting the CO2 into carbon fibers or graphene, turning them into building materials.
Carbon bonds are amongst the strongest, e.g. diamond, and of course carbon has a
low atomic number resulting in greatly enhanced properties of carbon fiber per weight.
In particular carbon fiber has about a factor of 15 greater strength to weight ratios
when compared to steel and a factor of about 4 for aluminum.35 & 36 However in many
real applications, where one cannot take advantage of the greater strength (along the
fiber direction) one can loose a lot of that advantage and carbon fiber becomes like
aluminum in specific strength which is about 4 times better than steel.37
In general, when comparing with conventional concrete, steel, and aluminum, we find
that the production of carbon fiber is much costlier than mining the conventional
materials of construction, but conventional material costs of transforming their ores
into usable materials for construction is much more energy intensive and costly. For
aluminum it is 15,000 kwhr (54 gigajoules) per tonne.38 For steel, it is about
15Gj/tonne.39
The energy needed for carbon fiber production is dominated by the need to break the
CO2 bond, with the carbon fiber formation itself being exothermic. This process
consumes 480kj/mole or 40 gigajoules/tonne. Using the difference in strength per
weight of a factor of 4, carbon fiber is 5.4 times less energy intensive than aluminum.
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Using an average of 4 for steel as well makes it about 30% less energy intensive than
steel.
At even $100/tonne of DAC CO2 the cost of a tonne or carbon is $366. Carbon fiber
also has many downstream manufacturing benefits that greatly reduce the cost of
making it into usable shapes, for example airplane and car parts. The competitive cost
with steel for carbon fiber has been estimated to be $5/pound or $11,000/tonne. It
even has uses at much higher costs.40 For example current uses of carbon fiber in the
aerospace industry are at as high as $200,000/tonne.41 This clearly makes the CO2
costs negligible. These facts show that carbon fiber has applications that can support
high costs, while moving down its learning curve. However, the most important
conclusion by far is that this mutes any skepticism about the cost of DAC, as far as it’s
use for sequestering carbon in carbon fiber, graphene, and polymer composite
building materials is concerned. Therefore, carbon fiber does have potential to be used
to build structures and at a cost/performance that can be less than the existing
construction materials.42 Especially considering that the construction materials
currently used are far down their learning curve while carbon fiber is at the beginning
of its learning curve.
The big costs in the process are the OPEX cost of the renewable energy needed to
break the CO2 bond and convert the CO2 into nanofibers and oxygen and the CAPEX
cost of the high temperature reactor/chamber with electrodes in which the conversion
is carried out. From the patent for the first known process for CO2 to carbon fiber the
conversion of CO2 into carbon fibers can be accomplished by the following process:43
CO2 (gas) + Li2O (dissolved) → Li2CO3 (molten

(1)

Electrolysis with 4 electrons per molecule yields:
Li2CO3 →C (carbon nanofiber)+ Li2O +O2

(2)

This is equivalent to:
CO2 → C (carbon nanofiber) + O2

(3)

The process of breaking of the CO2 into carbon and oxygen requires about 480
kJ/mole Carbon. This process uses high temperature heat to generate electricity and
heat the lithium carbonate and thus does raise the crucial question as to whether the
amount of renewable energy needed to convert carbon to carbon fiber at the scale
needed to avert climate change is consistent with a growth rate in global GDP that is
enabled by the transition to REME. The co-generation of renewable electricity, carbon
fibers and CO2 will offer opportunities for heat integration resulting in lower costs
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because of the ability to have high overall energy efficiency by monetizing all the heat
input. The two processes will help each other become economic and achieve the scale
to continually drive the costs down to their learning curve limits.
As always in new technologies, the current costs are high.44, 45 Let’s take 500kJ/mole of
carbon, which is about 10,000 kWh of energy/tonne of carbon and thus 10,000
TWh/gigatonne of carbon. At the current 10 cts/kWh the energy cost would be $1,000,
which is what the inventor Stuart Licht claims.46However, at 2.5 cts it would be only
$250/tonne. Steel costs vary greatly, but $500/tonne is a reasonable estimate. Now
with the factor of four in performance per weight and the lower manufacturing costs of
turning carbon fiber into actual pieces used,47 the potential for carbon fiber to be
economically viable seems very reasonable. The remaining issue is whether it
represents a big enough sink for carbon to meet the Paris targets and how much
energy will be consumed.
To remove 10 gigatonnes of carbon, 38.5 gigatonnes of CO2, it takes about 100,000
TWh. We currently have 150,000 TWh of energy production. However, with the 20x
increase produced by the 6.1 % annual growth rate of GGDP, that will achieve global
equity, our energy production in 50 years will be 3,000,000 TWh. 50 years from now, it
will take 3% of our energy production to make the materials at the scale needed to
sequester 10 gigatonnes of carbon per year. For reference, right now steel, cement,
and aluminum use about 15,000 TWh, or 10% of our total energy production.48
Consequently, carbon fiber is less energy intensive than our current approaches of
producing our materials of construction. That translates into lower cost. Therefore, the
remaining challenge is to scale up the carbon fiber production equipment. Also
through learning by doing as one approaches the scale of today’s steel, aluminum, and
concrete production plants the carbon fiber production can be expected to achieve
competitive costs.49 Even if it turned out to be a little costlier one would expect that at
some point there will be a price on carbon, so that this technology can benefit from by
offsetting an increased CAPEX cost. Additionally, the factor of enhanced performance
per weight of carbon fibers means that the carbon fiber can cost more by weight and
still have the same cost as the alternatives for a given project. As mentioned above this
is a very recent development. So one only has small-scale data, so extrapolations are
more uncertain.
We can use the following equation for the amount of carbon possible to sequester in
our materials of construction. There are other uses that sequester carbon like biochar
and chemicals and even, as we noted, desalinated water treatment, but we can ignore
them for this zeroth order assessment. The amount of CO2 we will store in construction
materials we call CCUS in gigatonnes/year. It is determined by the materials of
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construction we use each year, MP in gigatonnes/year, times their carbon intensity, CI,
where CI is the fraction of the weight that is carbon.
CCUS= MPx CI
At this stage, we just want to make a zeroth order estimate to see whether what is
needed is feasible. As of 2010 the world produced 35 gigatonnes of construction
materials (see graph below). Now one needs to adjust for the reduced weight of a
carbon composite compared to steel, aluminum and concrete. For this back of the
envelope calculation one can consider a conservative factor of about 3.5, because as
mentioned before one cannot take advantage of the full factor of greater than 10 in
specific strength and in many current applications carbon has properties compared to
aluminum. So, the equivalent amount of carbon would be about 10 gigatonnes.

Fig. 2. Global Material Extraction (1900-2009).50

With the factor of 10 growths in materials use one would be using 350 gigatonnes of
current material or if all was carbon 100 gigatonnes. Therefore, a carbon intensity of
only 10% is needed in fifty years for ten gigatonnes. There is currently about 50,000
tonnes of carbon fiber used. Using the doubling capacity every two years it would take
35 years to develop 10 gigatonne capacity. These 17 doublings would with 15%
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learning rate reduce the cost by a factor of about 15. Here the important thing is that
independent of the improved performance per weight (from 1 to 10) one can sequester
enough carbon by adjusting CI from 3% to 30%.
This analysis makes clear that the real constraint on using this approach is the energy
needed to convert CO2 into carbon fibers. If one allocated 10% of the energy for
conversion of CO2 to carbon fibers, that would reduce the needed growth rate by 2 so
if the GGDP grows by a factor of 10 instead of 20, one could achieve the 10
gigatonnes of carbon storage per year by increasing the carbon intensity to 20%. If
one took the factor five used in many of the current estimates, then one would need to
allocate 20% of the renewable energy to transforming CO2 and the carbon intensity
would increase to 40%. If one regarded the climate threat as warranting a more
aggressive response - say reaching 20 gigatonnnes of carbon removal in 50 years than one would have to double all the above numbers. This would mean, we would
need at least a factor of ten growth rate in fifty years, 20% of our energy allocated to
this strategic need and a carbon intensity of 40%. Finally, it is worth reiterating that
fusion would remove any constraint on energy use. More generally the availability of
unlimited affordable energy removes any constraint on human progress.
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Conclusions

The history of human innovation supports the contention that the technologies needed
for HDCCRRE will in fact enable REME to become economically viable. Each process
has already been demonstrated. Only renewable resources are being used, no
resource constraints exist. It is the availability of low cost renewable energy, as in
nature, that enables REME technologies where the benefit is the resilience of the living
system. The social benefits become the basis for one's designs. In simple terms, our
species will prosper like natural systems do with plentiful energy to produce the energy
and materials we need. Nature breaks the CO2 bond to produce its energy and
materials, and so will we. In the case of materials the new materials will cost less and
use less energy than our current steel and aluminum.
Materials use will be at a global scale, so learning will occur and will enable to reach
their lowest cost learning curve limit. Finally, and most importantly, carbon is
economically very valuable in human uses as well as of course being the basis for all
life, including our own. It is central to human combustion processes and construction
materials. It can be economically viable and profitable produced by DAC even at
higher costs than currently claimed. DAC has had essentially zero public funding and is
clearly at the beginning of its learning curve. Therefore, there is no doubt that future
cost reductions will occur as it is used. This is all without taking any credit for the
positive social benefit of addressing the climate change threat or reducing the adverse
impacts of our current use of materials. Carbon negative materials like carbon fibers
are not that sensitive to the cost of the DAC carbon dioxide input. The big cost is in
the conversion to carbon fiber. But DAC is needed to deliver the carbon removal that is
necessary to meet the Paris target.
Because of its economic viability and social benefits, REME is not a cost to the global
economy. REME both enables and contributes to global prosperity. The value of
carbon-based inputs for liquid fuels and for construction will be helped by innovations
that reduce costs and improve their performance. This, in turn, will increase the carbon
intensity of our construction materials and further reduce, together with electric
vehicles, the contribution to emissions from the transportation sector. It clearly makes
it feasible to sequester the carbon needed to ultimately meet the Paris targets, even if
global development grows at a smaller rate than needed to achieve global equity.
The positive feedbacks in REME are critical to its success and can enable the
achievement of global equity and climate change protection at a rate faster than
previously imagined. The final and possibly the biggest positive feedback of all is that it
will bring all earth’s inhabitants together. It removes conflicts over resources and those
caused by climate change instabilities. In REME, more is better for everyone. Other
periods of so-called positive economic feedback loops in many cases were followed
by negative outcomes, because they encountered either resource or market
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constraints. This situation is different; there is no inherent constraint for 9 billion people
with high standards of living. Therefore, there is every reason to be confident. We CAN
achieve the growth needed with the availability of abundant low cost energy, though of
course issues remain before we decide we will do so.
Of course, the world will depend upon fossil fuel resources throughout the transition to
REME, reducing their market share as alternative renewable approaches capture more
of the demand. This is where the use of natural gas combined with carbon capture
from the atmosphere and from the natural gas energy source can play an important
role in addressing the climate challenge without constraining development.
The argument against using natural gas during a transition to HDCCRRE is of course
its externalities, its social costs – the non climate change related damage to the
environment, health, and national security created by the continued use of fossil fuels.
The damage potential of catastrophic climate change driven by the release of stored
carbon in the permafrost or in the ocean likely far outweighs the other environmental
externalities caused by the transitional continued use of natural gas. In any emergency,
there are short-term costs to avoid long-term disasters; wars are the classic examples.
There is of course also the reality that many developing economies cannot switch to
renewable sources fast enough to meet their populations needs. The benefit of using
natural gas with carbon capture is that it enables us to move up the learning curve for
DAC. Thus, we can begin now moving up the HDCCRRE learning curves, while
meeting the needs of today and while building the new infrastructure needed for
REME.
As documented in a recent book on major economic innovations,51 the government
has always played a critical role in launching the transformative technologies that
enhance security. Afterwards, dual uses are identified that result in significant
economic development and growth.52 Airplanes, the Internet, as well as nuclear energy
and even solar are some examples. The government's role in DAC is in the early
stages. Little or no effort has been made to support air capture and carbon removal
generally. In 2007, the Virgin Earth Challenge was announced and should be
considered visionary for its early recognition of the importance of capturing CO2 from
the air. But after being way ahead of its time, 12 years later it has not been awarded
and was terminated. In January of 2016, a bill was passed in the US Senate giving
modest prizes for innovative ways to capture and sequester atmospheric CO2.53, 54 In
2020, XPRIXE announced they were seeking to launch a prize for Carbon Dioxide
Removal in the amount of $150 million – by far their largest prize to date (by several
multiples). In 2018 45Q, under the framework of the legislation originally used for clean
coal, an amendment to the law was passed, providing meaningful tax credits for DAC.55
Also in 2018 the National Academy of Sciences published its study on DAC,56
concluding it was the best approach for removing CO2 from the atmosphere and that it
could be done for as low as $18 dollars/tonne (at the lower limit of the cost).
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